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This is a very basic chunky hat, suitable for men or women.  Made from 100% 
Merino, it promises to keep the coldest heads cosy and is suitable for beginners 

looking to practice knitting in the round.

by buttons and beeswax



Materials 

•  Approx 100g (3.5oz) / 80m (87.5yds)  
Rowan Drift in ‘Shore’

•  1 pair 10mm (US15) x 30cm circular 
needles

•  5 x 10mm (US15) double pointed 
needles for decreasing.

Gauge

9 sts and 14 rows per 10cm/4”  in stocking 
stitch, knit flat on 10mm (US15) needles.    

Size

Small 53-55cm (21-21.65”)
Medium 55-58cm(21.65-23”)
Large 58-62cm (23-24.5”)

Abbreviations

[ ]  work instructions in brackets as 
many times as directed

alt alternate
co cast on
k knit
k2tog knit next two stitches together
p purl
rep repeat
st(s) stitch(es)
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Information

If you have any problems with 
this pattern then please contact  
faye@buttonsandbeeswax.com and I 
will be happy to assist in any way.  

I would love to see photos of your 
finished Venice, and would be thrilled if 
you would join my Ravelry group, http://
www.ravelry.com/groups/buttons-and-
beeswax-designs, where new pattern 
releases are announced and project 
photographs are shared.

This pattern and its contents are 
protected by copyright and no part of it 
may  be reproduced, distributed or sold 
unless given the written authorisation of 
Faye Perriam.  In purchasing this pattern, 
you have bought the rights to print and 
use the instructions in this pattern for 
non-commercial use only. You may also 
not sell any products created using this 
pattern or use it to profit in any way.

If you are interested in receiving 
updates on new patterns, knit-a-longs, 
competitions and testing opportunities, 
then please join my mailing list at http://
eepurl.com/p36xD.



To Make the Hat

With 10mm (US15) needles, co 43(49,55) 
sts using long-tail method. Join in round 
by moving the last st onto the working 
needle next to the first st and k2tog. 
42(48,54) sts

Place marker to mark beg of round.

Round 1: k.

Round 2: p.

Rep rounds 1 and 2 a further two times 
more, until you have completed 6 rounds 
in total.

Rounds 7-11: k.

Medium size only: k two more rounds.
Large size only: k four more rounds.

To Decrease

Arrange sts onto four double pointed 
needles so you have roughly the same 
amount of sts on each needle.

Round 14: [k5(6,7), k2 tog] rep to end of 
round. 36(42,48) sts.

Round 15 (and all alt rows): k.

Round 16: [k4(5,6), k2tog] rep to end of 
round. 30(36,42) sts.

Round 18: [k3(4,5), k2 tog] rep to end of 
round. 24(30,36) sts.

Round 20: [k2(3,4), k2 tog] rep to end of 
round.  18(24,30) sts.

Round 22: [k1(2,3), k2 tog] rep to end of 
round.  12(18,24) sts
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Round 24 (small size only): [k2 tog] rep to 
end of round. 6(-,-) sts

Round 24 (medium and large sizes only):
[k-(1,2), k2tog] rep to end of round. 
-(12,18) sts

Round 26 (medium size only): [k2 tog] 
rep to end of round. -(6,-) sts

Round 26 (large size only): 
[k-(-,1), k2tog] rep to end of round.  
-(-,12) sts

Round 28 (large size only): [k2 tog] rep to 
end of round. -(-,6) sts

Cut yarn and pull through remaining 6 
stitches, pull tight, draw through sts once 
more and weave in ends.

If you enjoyed this pattern, maybe you’d 
like to try something else from my library.  
Enter code 45872 at checkout from my 
website for a 15% discount on a pattern 
of your choice!


